
501600 103MS MONTOPOL FONDO 
BLANCO 50 + 01/09/2001

Two component 
polyurethane wood 
sealer. Allows quick 
sandpapering.  Great 
filling level.

DESCRIPTION TRATAMIENTOS DE LA MADERA     

POLIURETANOS PIGMENTADOS      

-Interior.
-Varnish primer, to be applied as base for two component polyurethane varnishes such as:Fondo par 
MONTOPOL SATINADO BLANCO MS-7 + CATALIZADOR MONTOPOL MS-7 and  MONTOPOL 
BRILLO BLANCO MS-8 + CATALIZADOR MONTOPOL MS-8.
-Base to be revarnished with MONTOLAC SATINADA BLANCA CM-7.
-Base to be revarnished with nitrocellulose lacquers and urethane or synthetic enamels such as:  
Montosintétic (Refs. 502020, 502024), Luxatín (Ref. 502028), Marisma (Refs.. 502010, 502014).
-Aplicable sobre contrachapados, aglomerados de madera, sapeli, pino, teca, caoba, castaño, nogal, 
roble, etc.. 
-Can be apply on desks, tables, skirting boards, chairs, columns, beams, furniture in general or any 
other wooden surface where an excellent sealed base is desired. 
-Can also be applied on  chipboard, pine, teak, mahogany, chesnut, walnut etc.
-Protects natural or dyed wood.
-Protects and preserves interior close pore wood, specially new wood.  Easy to sandpaper and 
outstanding hardness.  High covering level.

-Very quick drying.
-Allows quick sandpapering.
-Very good elasticity and hardness.
-High solid contents.
-Great filling level.
-Very easy to apply by brush, roller, spray gun.
-Can be repainted with nitrocellulose, polyurethane and synthetic varnishes.
-Very good adherence and surface penetration.
-Becomes odourles once dry.
-Protects wood, specially new wood.

-Nature: Isocianate reticulant pliolites.
-Appearence: Matt.
-Texture: Smooth.
-Colour:
- Montopol Fondo Blanco MS-5: Blanco (white).
- Catalizador: Transparent.
- Finish: White.
-Mixing ratio with Catalizador MONTOPOL MS-5:  2:1 in volume.
-Specific gravity: (ASTM D-1475-90):
-Montopol Fondo Blanco MS-5: 0,96 + 0.05 Kg./l.  
- Catalizador Montopol MS-5: 1,22 + 0.05 Kg./l.
- Mixture: 1.15 + 0.05 Kg./l.
-Viscosity Cup Ford num 4 (ASTM D-1200-88):
- Montopol Fondo MS-5: 190 + 30 seconds.
- Catalizador Montopol MS-5: 12 + 2 seconds.
- Mixture:: 20 + 5 seconds.
- Solid content:
- Montopol Fondo MS-5: 55 + 2%.
- Catalizador Montopol MS-5: 29 + 2%.- Mixture: 48 + 2%.
-Approximate performance per coat: 8-10 m2/ l.
-Drying: (20º C HR: 60%):
-To touch: 15-20 minutes.
-Sandpapering: 6-24 hours..
-Pot life: 4 hours.

-Mixing ratio: 2(MS-1): 1 (MS).
-Pot life: (20 ºC y H.R. 60%): 4-5 hours.
-Thinner: Disolvente Poliuretano 1410.
-Tools: -Thinning:

PROPERTIES

PRODUCT DATA SPECIFICATION

APPLICATION SYSTEMS

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS
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PROCESSES Primer Undercoat Finish

-Brush:  0-  5% max.
-Aerographic spray gun:  0-20% max.
-Low pressure turbo:  5-10% max.
-Airless:  5-10% max.
-Airmix:  5-10% max.
-Standard working conditions at 20ºC. and HR: 60% with the previously indicated performance.
-Minimum time between coats: 15-30 minutes (without sandpapering).
-Maximum time between coats: Not applicable.
-Sandpapering: 10-24 hours.
-Repainting: only after sandpapering.
-Cleaning: Disolvente Poliuretano 1410 (cód. 503465), Disolvente universal 1405 (cód. 503440) and 
Disolvente Limpieza.

New wood:
-Surface should be free of any foreing products or remains.
-Apply on wood with less than 12%   moisture content.
-Apply on wood in good condition,  dry and free of grease and dust.
-Sandpaper and eliminate  any remains in joints and mechanical faults.
-Old wood should be previously sandpapered and dust-free.

-Varnished or painted wood:
-Apply a universal stripping product or use a mechanical system if surfaces have been varnished with 
varnishes diluted with white spirit, turpentine, or solvents for oils and synthetics.
-If applied on real  polyurethane varnish (using polyurethane based solvent for its thinning), open pore 
by sandpapering, brush off resulting dust and apply varnish again.
-Check adherence level on previous varnish. If necessary,  remove it.
-Should silicone based cleaning products have been applied for maintenance, scrape off surface as 
necessary.

-Stir product completely.
- Mixed up within given proportions.
-Do not apply product in layers too  thick which may  exceed  90 wet micres per coat.
-No sandpapering is necessary between coats, but it is advisable in the case of wood prone to raise hair 
or to ensure a good adherence level.
-Always sandpaper before applying finishing coat.
-Do not apply product at  high temperatures or on overheated surfaces exposed to sunshine.
-Keep room well ventilated while product is drying.
-Do not apply when moisture content is 80%.  
-Ensure that CATALIZADOR MONTOPOL MS-5  is totally transparent before performing mixture.
-Minimum time given between  coats must be observed  to avoid brittle surfaces.
-Maximum time given between coats must be observed at all times.

NEW SURFACES PREPARATION

SURFACE RESTORATION

APPLICATION

NEW / OLD WOOD

Std:

Max:

NEW / OLD WOOD 
INTERIORS

MONTOPOL FONDO 
BLANCO MS-5
+ CATALIZADOR

MONTOPOL FONDO 
BLANCO MS-5
+ CATALIZADOR

MONTOPOL 
SDO.BLANC.MS7 MONTO-
POL BRILLO BLAN.MS8

Std:

Max:

OPEN PORE / EXT. 
VARNISHED WOOD

Std:

Max:
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SAFE AND SAFETY - ENVIROMENT NOTICE

Do not eat, drink or smoke when using product.
If eye contact occurs, wash with plenty of fresh water.
Toxical product if ingested.
Keep away from children’s reach.
Do not empty waste into drains or water courses.
Store product only in dry areas.

ALSO IN SOLVENT BASED PRODUCTS:
Apply product in well-ventilated areas. In case if insufficient 
ventilation, wear suitable respiratory protective masks.
Wear suitable mask or protective clothing when using spray 
gun or for the sandpapering and brushing of paint.
Keep area to be painted well ventilated until complete drying 
of product.
Do not ingest or inhale product. Avoid skin or eye contact. If 
eye contact occurs, seek medical attention immediately.
Store product only in well ventilated, not-flammable areas.

The information contained herein, is only based on our current 
knowledge, laboratory tests and practical use under specific 
circumstances and objective decision. Due to the impossibility 
to give specific description for every different painting surface 
and being the nature conditions beyond our control, we are 
unable to guarantee the total repeatability in every concrete 
use.
The manufacturer and sales person do not assume any 
responsibility, unless a specific written agreement has been 
previously made, for the use of our products derived from the 
application of our products according to our 
recommendations, since these are beyond our control.
Due to the constant technical development, our 
recommendation do not relieve our costumers of the necessity 
to test our products, on their own responsibility, for suitability 
for the purpose envisaged, and checked that the information 
given harein has not been updated. The recommendations 
given herein sepersede previous ones regarding the same 
product.

MADE IN THE UE

-Only apply on dust-free surfaces.
-Never apply any other solvents than those specifically recommended for POLYURETHANES.
-Monto is not responsible for the application  of any other  solvent product different to our own Disolvente Poliuretano 1410.
-Do not apply extremely thick layers to avoid bubble forming.
-Should exotic wood types be treated, remove off any trace of grease (usually with tricholoroethylene).
-Do not apply on wood surfaces showing any trace of resin exudates.
-Only apply  on wood with less than 12% moisture level.
-Check that  wood is completely dry.
-Apply suitable plaster or putty on any cracks or fissures.
-Any fungus or bacteries trace should be eliminated.
-Due to the different existing types of wood: soft, hard, resine based or rather moistened, and their environment conditions, each 
type should be treated specifically, regarding its hardness, humidity level, drying etc.  Certain types of wood need several coats to 
protect and keep them in good condition.
-Do not apply on wet surfaces caused by cold temperatures at night or overheated to avoid reducing and affecting product results in 
the short and long term.
-Product shelf life: 12  months  from manufacturing date, provided is kept in original closed container, in a dry room, at temperatures 
between 5º C and 35º C maximum.
-The current EEC marketing merchansing laws and regulations must be observed and carried out at all times.
-Under the current EEC laws and regulations, norms indicated in container must be observed and carried out at all times.

GENERAL INFORMATION

OPEN PORE / INT. 
VARNISHED WOOD

MONTOPOL FONDO 
BLANCO MS-5
+ CATALIZADOR

MONTOPOL FONDO 
BLANCO MS-5
+ CATALIZADOR

MONTOPOL 
SDO.BLANC.MS7 MONTO-
POL BRILLO BLAN.MS8

Std:

Max:

CLOSE PORE INT. 
VARNISHED / 
PAINTED WOOD 
STRIP OLD COATS

MONTOPOL FONDO 
BLANCO MS-5
+ CATALIZADOR

MONTOPOL FONDO 
BLANCO MS-5
+ CATALIZADOR

MONTOPOL 
SDO.BLANC.MS7 MONTO-
POL BRILLO BLAN.MS8

Std:

Max:

CLOSE PORE EST. 
VARNISHED / 
PAINTED WOOD 
STRIP OLD COATS

Std:

Max:
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